Would hydrogen solve energy crisis ?
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The Universe and life
Biochemists believe that the level of complexity required
for a system to qualify for the title of ‘life’ can evolve
spontaneously only if it is based upon the unusual chemical
properties of the element carbon with remarkably fortuitous
l
location
i off energy llevels
l iin the
h carbon
b (and
( d oxygen)) nuclei.
l i
The hydrogen and helium from the early Universe is
burnt within the interiors of stars and produces,
produces as well as large
amounts of energy, heavier, biological elements like carbon,
oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus. Hydrogen represents 90%
of all atoms with 2/3 of their mass. However, no free hydrogen
available on the Earth
The Universe must be billion of years old in order to have
had enough time to produce these biological elements capable of
spontaneous evolution of complexity.

Hydrogen
y
g

Name:
Symbol: H
Atomic Number: 1
Atomic Mass: 1.00794 amu
Melting Point: -259.14 °C (14.009985 °K, -434.45203 °F)
Boiling Point: -252.87 °C (20.280005 °K, -423.166 °F)
Number of Protons/Electrons: 1
Number of Neutrons: 0
Classification: Non-metal
Crystal Structure: Hexagonal
D
Density
it @ 293 K
K: 0.08988
0 08988 g/cm
/ 3
Color: colorless

H-H
Date of Discovery: 1766
Discoverer: Henry Cavendish
Name Origin: From the Greek words hud

Number of Energy
Levels: 1
First Energy Level: 1

Isotope Half Life
H-1

Stable

H-2

Stable

H-3

12.3 years

(water) and gennan (generate)

Uses of hydrogen

The various uses for hydrogen can be gathered from a number of sources as well
as from anecdotal comments:
- commercial fixation of nitrogen from the air in the Haber ammonia process
- hydrogenation of fats and oils
-methanol production, in hydrodealkylation, hydrocracking, and
hydrodesulphurization
- rocket fuel
- welding
- production of hydrochloric acid
- reduction of metallic ores
- for filling balloons (hydrogen gas much lighter than air; however it ignites easily)
-liquid H2 is important in cryogenics and in the study of superconductivity since
its melting point is only just above absolute zero
-one of hydrogen's isotopes, tritium (3H) is radioactive. Tritium is produced in
nuclear reactors and is used in the production of the hydrogen bomb. It is also
used as a radioactive agent in making luminous paints and as a tracer isotope.
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Common
substances:
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The attraction
created by hydrogen bonds
keeps water liquid over a
wider range of temperature
than is found for any other
molecule its size.
The energy required
to break multiple hydrogen
bonds causes water to have
a high
hi h heat
h t off vaporization;
i ti
that is, a large amount of
energy is needed to convert
liquid water, where the
molecules are attracted
through
g their hydrogen
y
g
bonds, to water vapor,
where they are not.

We know
only
l little
littl
about the
substance
called
water

Life on the Earth depends on the unusual
structure and anomalous nature of liquid water.
water
Water
W
e ass `fluid
u d glass`
g ss thankss to
o itss uniqueness
u que ess of
o molecular
o ecu orbitals
o b s and
d
dimerization

(other similar oxides are gases: H2S, H3N, HF, H3B)
WHY ?
Hydrogen (Van der Walls) bonds make possible the formation of polymeric
liquid exhibiting important anomalies:







High melting and boiling points
Irregular density (max. at 4 C)
Solid ice lighter (more voluminous) than liquid water
Large specific and latent heats
Penetrating and intensive solvating capability
High solution capacity

Water pentamers

I is
It
i clear
l
that
h lif
life on the
h E
Earth
h is
i sustained
sustain
i ed
d and
d
threatened by the unusual properties of solid ice
Ice flows on the water surface (cover preserves life
underneath, decrease heat flow as thermal insulate)
 Ice
I h
has various
i
structurall and
d morphological
h l i l fforms
(snow flakes, which defend icing of the Earth surface)
 Solidification is associated with the volume increase –
dangerous
g
to enclosed volumes (vessels,
(
, living
g sells))
 Water penetrates everywhere (wetting, humidity)


Unusual structure and anomalous nature of liquid water
The solid, denser form of water is the hexagonal ice and has a
structure that is uncanonical with respect to the ‘pentagonal‘pentagonallike’ symmetry of a solidifying liquid that contains a high
number of nuclei of icosahedra and dodecahedra.
It may help to explain the curiosity why warmer water freezes
more rapidly than cold water. It is because the cold water at the
temperature
p
near freezing
g is densely
d
y packed
p
d with these
icosahedass, for the ice incommensurable nuclei, which are thus
icosaheda
capable of easier
easier and thus deeper undercooling.
The water at higher temperatures gradually disintegrate such
icosahedass possessing thus a greater number of smaller
icosaheda
f
fragments,
which
hi h can survive
i rapid
id cooling
li b
being
i more easily
il
compatible with the highly symmetrical configuration of ice.

William Royer Jr. of the U. Mass.
Medical School:
Water ordering keeps structures

Water structure (small green circles) that exists in the space
between the two halves of a kind of dimeric hemoglobin
hemoglobin. The thin
dotted lines represent hydrogen bonds. Owing to the geometry of
the hydrogen-bonding
y g
g sites on the heme protein
p
backbones,, the
H2O molecules within this region are highly ordered; the local
water structure is stabilized by these hydrogen bonds, and the
resulting water cluster in turn stabilizes this particular geometric
form of the hemoglobin dimer.
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H d
Hydrogen
is
i the
h naturall
partt off mostt fuels
f l
what amount of heat is involved
in the combustion of individual
elements

Is an oxygen-based combustion only solution?

M th
Methane
h
hydrates
d t (Cl
(Clathrates
th t ):
New Fuel or Major Threat for Increased Global Warming, Huge
Slumps and Disastrous Tsunami?
If all cages would be occupied by methane
methane,
one cubic meter of solid hydrate could
contain
co
ta 170.7
70.7 m3 oof methane
et a e gas at
standard conditions of temperature and
pressure; in reality, usually up to about 164
m3 is present.

H
H–C–H
H

htt // th
http://ethomas.web.wesleyan.edu/ees123/clathrate199.htm
b
l
d / 123/ l th t 199 ht

H-O-H

Minerals
i
Management Service
i & USGS

A giant icicle formed after
sudden outflow of watermethane slurry from
f
a
drilling well in Siberia.
This picture, originally
published
bli h d in
i Russian
R
i
d il
daily
newspapers in the 1950s
has been reproduced form
the paper published by
Makogon in La Recherche
192 (1987), vol. 18, p1193
It is worth to note that
temperature on the spot
was, reportedly, -63 C.

Methane Hydrate,
A Future Energy
gy Source
Hidden Deep Under the Ocean FloorMethane
hydrate is coming into the spotlight as a
possible source of energy for future
generations.
ti

Geologists estimate there is enough
methane hydrate lying hidden under the
sea floor around Japan to provide the
equivalent of a 100-year supply of natural
gas for the country. Today, Japan must
import
p
most of its energy
gy resources—
could methane hydrate change that?
Written by Takahashi Koki, Photos by Sakai
Nobuhiko
Other photo/illustration collaboration: Japan
National Oil Corporation
NIPPONIA

No.28 March
15, 2004
http://webjapan.org/nipponi
a/nipponia28/en/f
eature/feature10.
html

Methane Gas Hydrates
y
Gas hydrate
y
can occur as nodules, laminae, or veins within sediment.

Minerals Management Service & USGS

Man and fire
Signs of first manman-maintained fire
(Koobi Fora, Kenya)  1.5 mil

Fi t fireplace
First
fi l  300 000 BC
etapss : no fire
etap
acquainting fire
makingg fire
exploiting fire
Fi as manufacturing
Fire
f
i tooll

instrumental reagent
g
Everlasting problem, how keep warm, get enough to eat, eased everyday work

Energy demand in view of civilization evolution, manufacturing
progress, and the gradually unlocked energy sources

?

H2 ??

Heat as source of work
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For work we must pay – time
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Steam at work

Watt steam engine
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Vábivá p
písnička budoucnosti -

vodíkové hospodářství
Ale vodík se v přírodě nevyskytuje a
tudíž není primární energetickou surovinou
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Spalování jen s účinností tepelných strojů <40%

The tradition: COMBUSTION
Hydrogen reacts with oxygen according to the reaction:
2 H2 + O2 = 2H2O

What happens at the molecular level is the transfer of two electrons from
hydrogen into a molecular bond with oxygen.
The energy of electron in this molecular bond is lower by 243 kJ/mol than in
the hydrogen molecule. In the transfer, this energy is released as heat.

The alternative: direct use of electron TRANSFER
In the
th case off a fuel
f l cell,
ll th
the tr
transfer
n f r splits
plit so th
thatt the
th electrons
l tr n
are removed from hydrogen at a site remote from oxygen.

These electrons, stripped from hydrogen at a higher energy level,
equivalent to being about 1.2 V more negative than in the molecule,
can perform electrical work on their path to the oxygen.
oxygen

Problems
P
bl
involved
i
l d in
i combustion/fuel-cells
b ti /f l ll
technology:
How to manufactures hydrogen
and how to make it cheap
How to transport and store such a light gas
How to adjust society to new technology –
physically and mentally

Compressed hydrogen
Compressing
p
g hydrogen
y
g is similar to compressing
p
g
natural gas, though as hydrogen is less dense the
compressors need better seals. Hydrogen is normally
compressed
d to
t between
b t
200 and
d 250 b
bar ffor storage
t
iin
cylindrical tanks of up to 50 litres. These tanks may be
made from aluminium or carbon/graphite compounds
and can be used for either small industrial projects or
transportation.
p
If the compressed
p
hydrogen
y
g is to be
used on a larger scale then pressures of 500-600 bar
may be employed, though some of the largest
compressed
d hydrogen
h d
tanks
t k in
i the
th world
ld ( ~ 15,000
15 000 m2)
use pressures of only 12-16 bar.

Liquid hydrogen
In order to reduce the volume required to store a
useful amount of hydrogen - particularly for vehicles liquefaction may be employed. Since hydrogen has
does not liquefy until it reaches -253°C
253°C (20 degrees
above absolute zero), the process is both long and
energy intensive. Up to 40% of the energy content in
the hydrogen can be lost.
The advantage of liquid hydrogen is its high
energy: mass ratio, three times that of gasoline. It is
the most energy dense fuel in use (excluding nuclear
reactions) which is why it is employed in all space
reactions),
programmes. However, it is difficult to store and the
q
may
y be too large
g and bulky.
y
insulated tank required

Bonded hydrogen
Metal and liquid hydrides and adsorbed
carbon compounds are the principal
methods of bonding hydrogen chemically.
They are the safest methods as no hydrogen
will be released in the event of an accident,
but they are also bulky and heavy and yet
satisfactory unsolved
unsolved.

- Liquid hydrides are substances such as
methanol or cyclohexane.
cyclohexane They are like
room-temperature liquid fuels in terms of
ease of transportation,
transportation but
b t in order to release
the hydrogen held within they must be
steam
t
reformed
f
d or partially
ti ll oxidised
idi d
-Carbon
C b adsorption
d
i techniques
h i
rely on the affinity
of carbon and hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen is pumped
i
into
a container
i
with
i h a substrate
b
off fine
fi carbon
b particles
i l
where it is held by molecular forces. This method is
about
b t as efficient
ffi i t as metal
t lh
hydride
d id ttechnology
h l
b
butt iis
much improved at low temperatures, where the
distinction between liquid hydrogen and chemical
bonding needs to be considered.

-Metal hydrides such as traditional Ti-Fe or novel Ti-V-Cr
compounds are used to store hydrogen by bonding it to
the surface
s rface of the material
material. To ens
ensure
re that large volumes
ol mes
of hydrogen can be stored it is essential to use small
granules of the base material to make a large surface
area available. The material is 'charged' by injecting
hydrogen at high pressure into a container filled with the
small particles. The hydrogen bonds with the material
and releases heat in the process, and this heat must be
put back in to release the hydrogen from its bond:

Me + H2 = MeH2 - exothermic by 100 kJ

mol equality provides 22,4 m3 H2 = 0.1 m3 MeH2

Ideal Hydrogen Storage
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bcc
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MH2

M
H

Practical Hydrogen Storage
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M
Pure Metal
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M
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Reported Hydrides for Pure Elements
Solid Hydrides
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Alloy Constitution for AB
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Promising
g TiTi-V-Cr Hydrogen
y
g
Storage Alloys
1. Common Metals
(Not so expensive as La)
2 Relatively light
2.
(Mobile application?)
3. Larger Heat for Reaction
(Hﾟ=
(H
= -45kJ/mol,
45kJ/mol
heat pomp application?)

Target
composition

Maximum hydrogen content, H/M
(293K 4MPaH2)
(293K,

Current Procedure
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V
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Ti-V-Cr
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Hydrogen
y
g
Storage
g
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Pulverization

New Proposal (Japan)
TiO2
Cr2O3

Coreduction

Oxide
Mixture

V2O5

Ti-V-Cr
Alloy
Ca
Homogenization

Hydrogen
y
g
Storage
g
Ti-V-Cr Alloy

Pulverization

- One of the most exciting advances recently has been the
announcement of carbon nanofibre technology. This
may have the capacity to store up to 70% of hydrogen by
weight - an astonishing amount. Typically a metal hydride
can store between 2% and 4% by weight - in a heavy
structure, but if the new carbon results actually prove to
b true
be
t
then
th it may be
b possible
ibl for
f a hydrogen
h d
fuel
f l cell
ll
vehicle to travel for 5,000 km between refuelling stops.
This would render any necessity for a distributed
hydrogen infrastructure obsolete as the refuelling could
be done either by depot stops,
stops or potentially even through
the postal service! Everyone in the hydrogen community
is eagerly awaiting the announcement of further news !

Although the combustion produces water as the clean
exhaust
h
t gas, we have
h
in
i mind
i d that
th t steam
t
is
i also
l a strong
t
greenhouse gas so that its huge artificial introduction outside
its natural production (oceans) may not be without tributribu
lations. We do not know yet what could happen if the vast
amounts of vapor were locally brought into the atmosphere
presumably causing unusual regional environmental effects.
Besides, the hydrogen storage is yet difficult (low
efficiency of liquified hydrogen in pressurized vessels often
y its absorption
p
in suitable alloys,
y , which,, however,,
alternated by
is intri-cate due to the finite cycles of repetitions) and its
handling involves irremovable leakage during carriage and
feeling. Free hydrogen would rise to very high altitudes,
where it can easily react with oxygen producing tiny ice
crystals capable to initiate yet inexperienced destruction of
ozone layer

Some Questions about a Hydrogen Economy:
-Accidental or p
perpetual-leakage
p
g of hydrogen
y g released to the
atmosphere would increase green-house danger (more
difficult to manage than that faced for natural gas)
- Widespread

use of H2 cells would confine the emission
to fuel-producing plants
- Expected efficiency increase – theoretically the hydrogen fuel
g
cells are twice as efficient as internal-combustion engines

(max ~ 39 %)
- actual difference is much smaller because
of the accessory support systems required to operate cells

(max ~ 43 %)
- With the cost and problems of H2
production and storage the idea of automotive fuel
cells is hard to identify as yet

FUTURE?

Though fuel cells have been widely
publicized in recent years, they are not
new: the
h fi
first one d
debuted
b d iin 1839
1839. F
Fuell
cells powered the 1960's Gemini spacecraft, continue to power the Space Shuttle,
and have been used by NASA on many
other space missions. Today, all major
auto companies have fuel-cell powered
vehicles in the works, and a nascent fuel
cell industry is growing rapidly.

Anode Reaction: H2 —>
2 H+ + 2 eCathode Reaction: ½ O2 + 2 H+
+ 2 ee —>
> H2O

Theoretical voltage can be easily determined
( t d d thermodynamic
(standard
th
d
i relations)
l ti
)
because the reaction occurs at constant T and P,
P the Gibbs energy of
formation of water equals – 228.6 kJ/mol (assuming that for elements are
zero), so that Wmax = – ∆GH2O = 2 x -228.6 = 457.2 kJ
yielding
i ldi the
th theoretical
th
ti l voltage
lt
off 1
1.184
184 V
and maximum power of 228.5 kW.
Important is the dissipated work due to the entropy production, showing
up as an addition to the heat loss Qc , i.e., Tc ∆S + (E – Emax) n F,
where Tc is the working temperature of the cell, n is the number of moles
of electrons in the reaction per one mole of the reactant, and F is the
Faraday’ss constant of 96 500 C/mol of electrons.
Faraday
The difference between the actual and maximum cell voltage
(E – Emax) is always negative
negative, which is caused by the
irreversibility at electrodes and resistive losses throughout.

Functional usability:
More practically it is used in connection with the so-called

‘reformed’ natural gas
CH4 + 2H2O = CO + 4 H2
which acts as the source of hydrogen. Due to the extreme
sensitivity of alkali hydroxides to CO the service of an acidbased electrolyte is necessary, which is further complicated by
CO-poisoning effect on precious electrocatalysts.

For the low-temperature operation (< 110 C) the polymer
electrolyte membrane composite (Nasicon + silica +
silicotungstic acid) or blends (sulfonated polyaromatic
polymers + benzimidazols) are typically applied upon
necessary fueling by H2+CH3OH to achieve quicker
reaction kinetics comparing with hydrocarbons and assure
crucially high humidification.

Two types of perspective high-temperature variants of
fuel cells are in continuous development:
(i) molten-carbonate fuel cells as electrolyte, operable within the
temperatures of 700-900 C, using the mixture of carbonates (Li2CO3((Na/K)
/ )2CO3 fixed in the ββ-LiAlO2 matrix)) as electrolyte
y with alloyy anode
(Ni-Cr-Al) and oxide cathode (based on NiO)
(j) solid oxide fuel cells,
cells working
rkin att about
b t 800-900
800 900 C (while
( hil 600
600-700
700 C
would be preferable) and using oxide electrolyte (Al2O3 stabilized by Y2O3 ,
or perspective mixed oxides of the type LaSrGaMg-O) with the cermet
anode (based on Ni stabilized by Al2O3) and oxide cathode (usually
perovskites LaMnO3 doped by Sr or other prospect types such as
Ce-Sm non-stoichiometric oxides).

Both categories classically employ the mixture of H2 and CO
routinely produced from natural gas by steam reformation but
potentially counts with the methanol technology.

There are no easy substitutions
Th
b tit ti
or
alternatives:
Similar questions regarding the greenhouse effect
may be faced when dealing with the analogous

‘methan
methan technology
technology’
p
particularly
y when trying
y g to exploit
p
apparently
pp
y massive
deposits of methane-hydrates stabilized under the high
pressure deep on the bottom of oceans (which sudden
liberation may caused disastrous consequences).
Would associate with carbon dioxide,
dioxide again !

Alternative use of hydrogen








Hydrogen is not a resource of energy
Hydrogen is a mere energy transporter
Hydrogen must be first produced
Combustion or other use is a secondary process
Just to satisfy today needs we must built another
energy sources e.g. some new 5000 power plants
Build a new network of hydrogen transpor

Zoptimalizované alternativní
uspořádání nejrůznějších zdroj
– zatím hudba budoucnosti ?

Plně samostatná a inteligentní jednotka
která je ve své podstatě velkou baterií,
která umí sama nejlépe vypočítat, kdy a jak
se p
plně nabít,, a kdy
y naopak
p pustit
p
elektřinu
do sítě. Princip je tedy jednoduchý –
baterie se nabije levně a energii pak
použije, když je proud ze sítě drahý.

Troubles with combustion
products
d
off traditional
di i
l
burning of hydrogen
hydrogen--derived
fuels (coal, natural gas,
gasoline etc.))
g

The case of
f the m
missing
ng carbon
n
H 2O

?
CO2

Is it the so called
green--house effect
green
only the fault of man

The carbon cycle – a delicate
balancing act for life’s vital element

For example, polyp’s vigorous utilization of dissolved CO2 in
sea water produces the enormous quantity of corals
conserving
g thus huge
g amount of CO2 in solid state as well as
plankton itself, whose growth is recently enhanced by seafertilization using iron-rich recuperative (‘artificial ocean
forests’).

„Greenhouse effect” ?...
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What does the nature
What does the man
P f Dr.
Prof.
D S
S. F
Fred
d Si
Singer, U
University
i
it off Vi
Virginia,
i i fformer di
director
t off th
the US
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but where is the areal
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climate
Sept.
10,of2001,
Wall Street Journal
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Satellite Service;
changes ?!

we

Can you drive your car 30% less,
reduce your winter heating 30% and
pay 20
20-50%
50% more for everything from
automobiles to zippers?

Such drastic measures, even if imposed
equally on all countries around the world,
world
would reduce total human greenhouse
%
contributions from CO2 by about 0.035%.

Can we
manage
with our
E th
Earth
resources
???

Need for energy








Up to the
h technical
h
l revolution
l
1850 – negligible
l bl
Up
p to recentlyy ~100% increase of all what we
ever used before the year 1850
Currently energy providers - oil,
oil coal,
coal gas
Their steady growth up the exploitable limit
Alternative resources - wind, solar – expensive
New yyet unknown technology
gy – awaited miracle
Disaster due to wars for remaining resources

Cena dobyvatelných zdrojů
První vrt 1860
USA Standard Oil
Energetická cena:
na 100 vytěžených
b
barrelů
l se spotřeboval jen 1 barrel

1930:
1930
dnes:
z moře:
břidlice/písky:
bio-oil:

1
1
1
1
1

b
barel/60
l/60 b
barelů
lů
barel/30 barelů
barel/12 barelů
barel/3 barely
barel/0.8-0.95

barelu

True value of oil







Th oil
The
il d
demand
d iincreases early
l b
by ~ 2%
Production capacity soon to decrees
1 barrel (159 Lit) is about 110 US$ (~50$ profit)
1 barrel represents
p
~ 25 000 hrs human labor
corresponds one year work of 12 slaves
even in ancient impossible
p
to feed them for 110
US$/year and what about now !?

Where is the limit and is there any solution ?
What about alternative sources

Někdy se také říká "ropný otrok", protože převážná většina energie, která pohání náš životní styl je energie z fosilních paliv, přede

Někdy se také jednotka nazývá "ropný otrok"

protože převážná většina energie
energie, která pohání náš životní styl je
energie z fosilních paliv, především z ropy. Otrok se říká také proto,
že tato "práce" je pro nás v porovnání s prací člověka nesrovnatelně
levnější Ener
levnější.
Energie
ie z jednoho litru benzínu nebo jednoho krychlového
metru zemního plynu představuje asi 37 Mj (37 miliónů Joulů), což
odpovídá zhruba jednomu až dvěma týdnům lidské práce. Pokud bychom
počítali
čí li například
říkl d týden
ýd
práce
á
za cenu 60 Kč za hodinu,
h di
vyjde
jd nám,
á
ž
že
"energetický otrok" je asi osmdesátkrát levnější, než člověk. Budeme
zde p
počítat kolem 6,5 Mjj p
práce za den, což je
j něco okolo 180 Wattů.
Podíváme-li se pak do statistiky, zjistíme, že naše ekonomika
spotřebuje něco pod 2000 PJ primární energie (přesně to bylo pro rok
2004 -1842
8
PJ).
J). Vy
Vydělíme-li
m
toto č
číslo
s o počtem
počt m obyvatel
o y at v zemi
z m (pro ro
rok
2004 činil střední stav obyvatel 10,2 miliónů), získáme množství
energie, které připadá na jednoho občana. Dalším vydělením zjistíme,
kolik je na osobu třeba pracovních ekvivalentů,
ekvivalentů tedy energetických
otroků. V našem případě nám vyšlo číslo 77, což je srovnatelné i s
jinými odhady, které se vyskytují v médiích. Pro zajímavost, pro
průměrného Američana je toto číslo zhruba dvojnásobné.
dvojnásobné
Pro zajímavost: ve staro-Římě by si za dnešní „nepatrnou“ cenu ropné
práce nemohl otroky dovolit vůbec nikdo !!. .

Let us see the development of energy consumption per
capita as recorded for the United States (in 103 kWh/year):
1800 (12),
(12) 1850 (17),
(17) 1900 (32),
(32) 1950 (66) and 1990 (100).
(100)
The annual energy consumption for the US alone is currently in
excess of 1013 kWh. For such a large amount of energy a most
convenient use is the value of Q, defined as 1018 Btu, which is
3×1014 kWh and which is approximately the amount of energy
necessary to bring 5 000 km3 of water(contained, e.g., by the Lake
Mi hi
Michigan
iin North
N h America)
A
i ) to the
h b
boiling
ili point.
i O
Over the
h past two
millennia, the total world energy consumption was approximately 22
Q corresponding to average annual use of mere 0.011
0 011 Q. During the
period of so-called industrial revolution (the past one-and-half
century)
y some 13 Q were consumed. The total world rate of energy
gy
consumption has drastically changed, from Q = 0.01 in the year 1850,
to 0.25 (in1950’s), and to 0.42 expended recently in1990’s.

What about our future ?
Five potential scenarios can be foreseen:
A) Turn out to be modest and reduce the world consumption to the
limit of the year 1850 (i
(i.e.,
e about 3000 kWh) where the total Q was
about 0.05 for five billion people (to range up to 0.1 Q for double
population).
B) Halt
H lt the
th energy consumption
ti
att the
th currentt level
l
l and
d for
f th
the presentt
(unchanging) five billion people, i.e. At 0.45 Q
C) Maintain the present population of five billions people but let the
rest of the world to achieve the living level of the average US citizen.
In order to match up the US current consumption per capita, the
world annual energy
gy use would increase to 1.7 Q.
D) Halt the energy consumption at the current level (as in C) but allow
the population to increase to 10 billions, yielding the energy use to
double,
Q = 3.4.
E) Assuming 10 billions (as in D) but letting the previous energy
consumption to grow by another 50% to 5.1
5 1 (Q is 10 times as in A or
3 times as in C).

Population
p
and energy
gy sources – foreseeing
g the future

years to last

surface to be covered

Can we (humankind) survive?
Besides traditional asking for how long the resources should last,
we may equally query what is the carrying capacity of the
renewable reserves to equally accommodate certain number of
human population in near future.
The answer is, for scenario A it is about 8 billions, severely
d
decreasing
i ffor B close
l
tto one, and
db
being
i th
the jjuncture
t
f b
for
both
th
C and D down to 0.3 billions.
For the most energy demanding scenario E, it goes critically to
accommodate tenths of billions people only providing them
tolerable life.
Even if our estimates are 100 % misguided it still makes
available enough warning data to think about!

Solar energy resources: We should not omit the most
successful method for g
generating
g electricityy directlyy from income
energy from sun (about 1 570 Q per year), which is the solarthermalelectric conversion (STEC) system. Traditionally we heat
water contained in reservoirs (pipes) with darkened surfaces. We
can let sunshine to fall on a large number of mirrors, which reflect
and focus rays onto a central receiver (equipped with a heat engine)
or we allow natural heating of a large, duly covered area furnished
with the central ((solar)) chimneyy operational
p
for a hot-air driven
turbine. The maximum power density at a sea level on the earth’s
surface in a very dry cloudless atmosphere is, however, mere 1.07
kW/m
/ 2. When the Sun is 70o from the zenith, the power density
d
measured by a flat collector is about 0.25 kW/m2, which can be
improved for the central receiver by adjustable mirrors positioned
against the sunlight. A fluid flowing through the thermal receiver is
treated classicallyy byy a thermodynamic
y
cycle
y with the associated
engine’s efficiencies. Therefore, the overall efficiency is difficult to
estimate but is unfortunately always low.



Climate is among the most important variables; at
b
best,
we can assume that
h about
b
15% iis converted
d
into electrical energy assuming the storage
efficiency in neighborhood of 80%.
80% The annual
electric generation would not thus exceed 4.65
kWh /m2, so that to satisfy the world consumption
of 0.85 Q (scenario C) would require some 466 000
square
q
kilometers of land to be covered byy mirror
collectors, which would occupy about 0.3 % of the
earth surface area (e.g. 1000 km2 is about 0.644 %
and
d 1 % equals
l approximately
i
l 1554 k
km2).
2)

the light density varies, cell surface would be dirtied and deteriorated, dust
must be cleaned up and sweeper labor employed, affectivity would fade and
y, etc..
cells corrode,, electricityy must be circulated far away,

The nuclear reaction of hydrogen fusion, by confining protons
within a very high magnetic fields while heating the plasma with high-powered
radio waves, or powerful lasers, necessary to surmount the repulsive energy
forcing thus nuclei to fuse. Such assembly is known as ‘Tokamak’, which is a
‘pocket-size’ replica of our Sun, where gravity is replaced by magnetic
constraints.
Completely different philosophy, however, would provide yet fictitious
discovery of ‘cold fusion’ by Fleischmann and Pons in 1989, which claimed
that deuterium in ‘heavy
heavy water
water’ (D2O) would have to fuse to helium in the
presence of ‘catalyzing’ effect of palladium, whose surface, network and
fractality can serve as the enforced apposition for the critical ‘proximity’ of
nuclei It was never proved although the US Office of Naval Research continued
nuclei.
study (Miles) and revealed that during the electrolysis of such a composition a
definite amount of an extra heat is released, which is not associable with any
standard
d d ((chemical)
h i l) source. However,
H
the
h presence off even very llocall and
d thus
h
occasional fusion was not approved because no nuclear product (particles) was
clearly identified, which is understandable in the presence of noise (e.g.,
overwhelming cosmic radiation). Some kind of such puzzles can, however, form
the basis of future scientific surprises.

Termojaderná fúze:

Standardní cesta je pokus o spojování jader (De, Tr) jejich
dostatečným sblížením (překonáním odpudivých sil) pomocí extrémních
tlaků nebo za ultra-vysokých teplot (plazma) v kontejneru tvořeném
magnetickým
g
ý polem
p
(TOKAMAK)
(
) - technologicky
g y extrémně obtížné ((neli nemožné). Stavba ITERu (Francie)
„Katalytická“ cesta přiblížením jader na vhodném nosiči (elektrolýza
D2O na povrchu Pd
Pd, Pt , tzv.
tzv studená fúze – nepotvrzeno,
nepotvrzeno spíše
nemožné – zatím v oblasti sci fiction).
Vystřelování
y
částic deuteria p
proti sobě v extrémních p
podmínkách
(pomocí laseru v nano-trubicích) .
Fúze vyprovokovaná vysokým tlakem a teplotou v kolabujících mikrobublinách (tzv „kvitace
kvitace“ vznikající v některých kapalinách působením
vysokofrekvenčního ultrazvuku).
Piezo-fúze indikovaná při vzniku extrémních podmínek při mechanickém
namáhání
á á í sloučenin deuteria a lithia.
Pyroelektrický ultra-jemného hrot může vytvořit extrémní pole které
snad umožní spojení jader deuteria v okolním plynu
plynu¨.
Laserové ostřelování terčíků a další možné variace.
D + 3He  4He + p+  přímé využití náboje vystupujících částic

It is the common contest of the radio-toxicity of ionizing radiation,
which
hi h iis assumed
d tto chemically
h i ll iinteract
t
t with
ith li
living
i cells
ll iin th
the same way as
chemically induced toxicity.
Curiously, one of the most poisonous substances is pure oxygen that acts
in living cells as a strong toxin (originating free radicals), whose effect is similar
to the exposure by irradiation. Oxygen can thus be assumed as a ’pollutant’ on
whose toxicity we got gradually adapted (breathing corresponds to the 30%
radiation exposure, which is allowed as a year dose per capita).
The life got early experience how to withstand coexistence with radiation, whose
natural background
g
is 100 times stronger
g than that so far introduced byy nuclear
activity due to man. Some organism (crabs, scorpions) reveal insensitiveness to
irradiation.
Interesting is the case of operative natural reactors found in African
Gabun, which about 1.8 million years ago functioned during the period
of several hundred thousand years as curiously fed by microorganism
that delivered uranium for its continuous fission from neighboring
shallow waters. Since that time radioactive wastes, surprisingly, did not
enhance serious contamination of the surrounding soil beyond a
t l
tolerable
bl level,
l
l giving
i i thus
th a good
d indication
i di ti for
f the
th feasibility
f
ibilit off a longl
term storage of nuclear wastes in natural deposits.

The total wind
d energy
e e gy available is estimated
d to
about 106 GW, but it is mostly concentrated in higher
altitudes so that the readilyy available p
part is mere 1 %
and because it is widely distributed only about
103 GW has a p
practical use. The estimate for the yyear
2004 is about several thousand windmills of the total
energy
gy production
p
of about 20 000 MW and theyy can,,
at best, cover as much as about

3 % of energy demand.
There are exceptions: for example, Denmark’s
output of wind
wind-powered
powered energy would meet 21% of
the country’s total electricity production in the year
2003.

The power of windmill is proportional to the third power of the
wind velocity and the second power of the length of the propeller
bl d Th
blades.
The totall wind
i d energy cannot b
be recovered
db
because the
h outlet
l
wind velocity cannot be reduced down to zero (large assemblage can
even change
g wind environment).
) The maximum ((theoretical)) p
power
from a wind system is 59.3%. Their location should not disturb the
land-scape and bear appropriate orientation against wind (inevitable
technical problem for optimal solution).
solution) The wind velocity is also not
constant in magnitude or direction from the top to bottom of large
rotors, which imposes cyclic loads and increases noise problems
(even the evacuation of animals).

Can we bet on new materials?
The solar
l

cells
ll , often made from various sorts of

silicon, are routinely capable of generating electricity
with current efficiencies as high as 24%,
24% and those
based on gallium arsenide reaching even 32%.
At the contemporary technology level, we can foresee
an expectant increase to as much as 50% for some yet
undisclosed principles of conversion to come into view
soon.
Huge amount of energy is needed to manufacture, to
maintain and finally to dispose

Cost of the energy








Solar or wind energy is still above 5 US cents per
kWh and conventional or nuclear power plants
can deliver energy about 10x cheaper
Th production
The
d i iis cyclical
li l – needs
d a background
b k
d
High
g profit
p
runs still affluent coal/oil
/ business
To start real changes we need a strong economic
impulse
i
l (bounteous
(b
t
finance
fi
or political
liti l pressure))
Ecological
g
taxes mayy be counterproductive
p
forcing people to go back to provide heating by
local fires at very inefficiently under dangerous
exhausts conditions escalating smog

Can the Nature help us by itself ?
Not considering fusion, as a hopefully soon available optional
source, we have to account for renewable sources of hydropower
(dams, tidal, which production is estimated to be 0.025 Q and the
long-range potential to be maximally 0.06 Q), biological (wood,
specialized plants, waste materials) and solar
l (wind, thermal
differences and direct thermoelectric and photovoltaic power).
There still remains the most conventional source of energy best
experienced by mankind, i.e., burning wood, farm wastes and
other biological material, now capable of yielding roughly 0.015 Q
per year. We should note that planting new trees and other plants to
replace those we burn is a true income energy source, moreover
neutral with respect to the environmental balancing the content of
carbon
b di
dioxide.
id We
W should
h ld note that
h planting
l i new trees and
d other
h plants
l
to
replace those we burn is a true income energy source, moreover neutral with
respect to the environmental balancing the content of carbon dioxide.

What about some other effects ?
(i) Power plant using biomass – output 1 MW at the mean area exploitation
of 3 millions m2 per one MW
(j) solar photovoltaic power plant – output 1 MW with about 50 thousand of
m2 needed for 1 MW
(ii) classical heat power plant fed by coal – output approximately 500 MW
with 500 m2 compulsory area for one MW
(jj) nuclear power plant – output of about 2 GW at the 80 m2/MW.
i) coffined into hard rock deposit
deposit-sites
sites (even beneficial
for possible later reprocessing),
(j) recycled by breeding procedure inside the reactor or
outside
id iin cyclotron
l
or
(v) propelled to the sun by rockets.
Even the proclaimed biomass conversion may show an inefficient profit if all
provisions are made for heat, work and chemicals consumed during the
production so that the true final yield may be found negligible.

It is the common contest of the radio-toxicity of ionizing radiation,
which
hi h iis assumed
d tto chemically
h i ll iinteract
t
t with
ith li
living
i cells
ll iin th
the same way as
chemically induced toxicity.
Curiously, one of the most poisonous substances is pure oxygen that acts
in living cells as a strong toxin (originating free radicals), whose effect is similar
to the exposure by irradiation. Oxygen can thus be assumed as a ’pollutant’ on
whose toxicity we got gradually adapted (breathing corresponds to the 30%
radiation exposure, which is allowed as a year dose per capita).
The life got early experience how to withstand coexistence with radiation, whose
natural background
g
is 100 times stronger
g than that so far introduced byy nuclear
activity due to man. Some organism (crabs, scorpions) reveal insensitiveness to
irradiation.
Interesting is the case of operative natural reactors found in African
Gabun, which about 1.8 million years ago functioned during the period
of several hundred thousand years as curiously fed by microorganism
that delivered uranium for its continuous fission from neighboring
shallow waters. Since that time radioactive wastes, surprisingly, did not
enhance serious contamination of the surrounding soil beyond a
t l
tolerable
bl level,
l
l giving
i i thus
th a good
d indication
i di ti for
f the
th feasibility
f
ibilit off a longl
term storage of nuclear wastes in natural deposits.

Clearly, there no simple solution !!
Often we have to choose between two or more evils.
What is today a successful progress may be a disasters of
tomorrow (use of DDT)
On one side we can employ modern technologies to help the
pollution reduction (chimney filters of solid particles) and the
other hand we produce another unwanted side-effects
(d
(deposited
i d noble
bl oxides
id may catalyze
l
fformation
i off di
dioxins)
i )
Even the proclaimed biomass conversion may show an
inefficient profit if all provisions are made for heat, work and
chemicals consumed during the production so that the true
final yield may be found negligible.

Future: nuclear energy
&
Natural
N
t l (sun)
(
) or ManM
made (power-plants)

The real future
we need some clever trick to survive

From classical windmills to nuclear energy and solar cells –
where to hunt down next ???

Thank you
very much for
your kind
attention

Iehliu National Park,
Northern coast of Taiwan

